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I want to thank all those who gave me advise via LCS's Macgroup mailing list in my search for a digital camera and a digital
camcorder. I have been looking up all the suggested models on the Internet and studying the world of digital photography (for
Dummies). I came across the following in the TidBITS#621/18-Mar-02 issue and decided I just had to have this camera. As a retired
biologist, I have a large interest in macro and micro. Anyway this sounds like fun. I'll play while I continue to ponder the serious
camera purchase(s).

Zooming in on the ProScope
By Adam Engst
Perhaps it's related to my lousy vision, but
I've never had much luck with telescopes
or microscopes. Celestial objects look like
little white dots to me, and I hate removing
my glasses to use microscope. Don't
confuse my inability to use magnification
devices for a lack of interest in what they
enable you to view - I just want the image
blown up to a normal size that I can see
comfortably. That's why I was ecstatic at
Macworld New York in 2001 when I first
saw the ProScope USB microscope that
Bodelin distributes in the U.S. I promptly
gave it one of our show superlative
awards. And had I not remembered the
previous superlative, I probably would
have given it another one when I saw it at
2002's Macworld San Francisco. It's a neat
device, and it demos incredibly well.

who want to magnify more, 100X($110) and
200X ($130) lenses are also available. The
ProScope also accepts a $20 C-ring threaded
lens adapter for working with standard Cmount lenses or for attaching directly to a
normal microscope or telescope for image
capture.

**Up Close Testing** -- I test a lot of
products, and few have stood out as much
as the ProScope for pure fun. The 200X lens
was trickier to use, since keeping the
ProScope steady enough to get a good
picture proved almost
impossible.Attaching it to the stand helped
significantly, although even then adjusting
The hardware is only part of the package.
the focus or clicking the capture button
First, you must drop a driver in your Mac
could jar the ProScope enough to move the
OS 9 Extensions folder and reboot - the
image. The 1-10X lens (which lacked the
ProScope doesn't currently work under Mac built-in lens light of the other two lenses)
OS X, although the driver gurus at IOXperts turned the ProScope into a relatively
are working on a Mac OS X driver that
standard webcam, and as such, it wasn't
should work with the camera guts inside the particularly interesting, although it
ProScope (which operate at a resolution of
appeared to work acceptably and I did
640 x 480 - we're not talking digital camera have some fun pointing it at its own
quality here).
display on the screen, so the feedback
images appeared to repeat into infinity.
Second, an application called USB Shot
provides
the
ProScope's
real-time
display,
<http://www.bodelin.com/>
But using the 50X lens opened up an
offers access to settings, and lets you switch entirely new way of looking at familiar
**Magnified Details** -- What is the
between three basic modes: Snap Shot,
objects, and for me, being a writer, a new
ProScope? As you can see on Bodelin's
Movie Shot, and Interval Shot. In Snap Shot way of looking at words. That undoubtedly
home page, it's an oddly shaped handheld mode, clicking the ProScope's button takes a sounds odd, but when you look at tiny text
microscope about six inches tall, with a
still picture of whatever is currently
at 50X magnification, the words somehow
lens protruding about two inches from the showing on the display. In Movie Shot
gain mass and weight, and stand up from
top. It wouldn't look out of place as a
mode, clicking the button starts recording a the surface they're on. Plus, you can see so
futuristic ray gun in a low-budget sci-fi
QuickTime movie; a second click stops the
little at a time that you end up parsing the
flick. The ProScope fits comfortably in your recording. In Interval Shot mode,clicking the text very differently. Fibers in clothing also
hand, and it's essentially point-and-shoot,
button starts and stops recording of a
proved fascinating, since you could see the
since there's a button your index finger can QuickTime movie generated from sequential warp and weft of the weave perfectly. At
click to record a still image of what the
still images. There's also a nonscreen
that level of magnification, fibers also
microscope is displaying or to start and
equivalent to the ProScope's hardware
weren't always the colors you expected stop movie recording.A switch on the side capture button,which is essential when
just because something looks black in
turns its lens light on and off, and another working at 200X magnification because
aggregate doesn't mean that every thread
button releases the lens so you can swap in touching the microscope's button can cause used to make it was black.
another one with a different magnification the picture to shake unacceptably. Pictures
level. Standard tripod mounts on the front and movies you record show up as
The target audience for the ProScope is
and back provide attachment points for
thumbnails in a filmstrip-style interface
undoubtedly K-12 science teachers, since
securing it when working at higher
below the main display pane;clicking one
the ProScope is easy enough to use for the
magnifications, and Bodelin offers a $125
replaces the real time display with the stored youngest children, and particularly in this
steel stand designed for positioning the
image.The pictures and movies have
video-intensive world,making science
microscope in any number of orientations. sequentially numbered names, and live in
highly visible can't but help make kids
Finally, a 6-foot USB cable connects it to a
user-defined folders on your hard disk, so it more interested. I could even see parents
USB port on your Mac.
would be easy to add them to an image
getting one for kids to play with at home.
cataloging program like iPhoto or a media
It's not just for kids either. A molecular
Bodelin sells the ProScope with a 50X lens cataloging program like iView MediaPro,
biologist friend borrowed the ProScope
for $230, and they also carry a $100 1-10X
which can handle movies as well as still
from me for a few days, and his research
lens that enables the ProScope to work
images.
lab came to a grinding halt for much of a
more like a USB webcam, and for those
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